Explore your design space.

How long does it take you to go from drawing to analytical solution?
GoCart (powered by NASA’s Cart3D) enables aircraft designers without
extensive familiarity with CFD technologies to generate accurate, highfidelity aerodynamic simulations in a matter of minutes.

Aero Databases. Trade Studies. Optimizations. All at the tip of your fingers.
GoCart is tuned to the needs of the aircraft
designer and leverages Cart3D’s automation and
computational power to deliver unparalleled easeof-use when analyzing and designing aircraft.
The GoCart GUI provides users with streamlined
access to Cart3D’s libraries and commands,
allowing the engineer to seamlessly bypass
command-line inputs. Even experienced users of
Cart3D find that GoCart makes analyzing aircraft
concepts easier and more productive. This tool is
the quickest way to generate and visualize the most
relevant results.

GoCart	
   is	
   a	
   powerful	
   end-‐to-‐end	
   tool	
   that	
  
streamlines	
  aircraft	
  design.

• GoCart is a user-friendly graphical interface for the
Cart3D workflow, from geometry input to mesh
preparation to the Euler flow solution and postprocessing
• Easy to learn and intuitive to use for those without
extensive CFD experience
• Enhances the productivity of experts by allowing
users to leverage the full power of Cart3D without
advanced scripting skills
• Results can be viewed with the built-in postprocessor and can be exported to Tecplot Chorus
• Runs on Windows, OSX, and Linux.
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At	
  Desktop	
   Aeronautics,	
  our	
  products	
  empower	
  automation	
  and	
   agile	
  analysis	
  -‐	
  
capabilities	
  we	
  have	
  found	
  indispensible	
  in	
  conceptual	
  aircraft	
  design.	
  	
  

	
  
GoCart: Pow ered by NASA’s Aw ard Winning Cart3D
Cart3D is a high-fidelity inviscid aerodynamics analysis package that allows users
to perform automated CFD analysis on arbitrarily complex geometry within
minutes. The solver is among the most scalable, accurate, and robust codes in
the industry. Both the parallelization and multigrid are completely transparent to
the user and can be adjusted at runtime.

Simplified Geometry Import
GoCart’s under-the-hood Astri tool conveniently converts STEP files generated by
CAD software into native Cart3D *.tri files. GoCart also supports files from
parametric aircraft modeling software such as OpenVSP. The GUI diagnoses and
flags geometry errors, ensuring an efficient workflow for the designer.

Mesh Generation Made Easy
GoCart features automated mesh generation, eliminating the hassle of tedious
gridding when it comes to arbitrarily complex geometries. Users have detailed
control over meshing, and visualization tools quickly display the changes to
computational mesh. Cart3D is also currently compatible with an optional Adjoint
module to allow solution-dependent mesh refinement and error estimation.

Propulsion Integration
GoCart significantly simplifies the application of power boundary conditions
compared to the Cart3D command-line toolset. The user can easily designate
inlets, exits, and nozzle parts in the GUI to bookkeep thrust and drag. Select faces
and components, and assign power boundary conditions with the click of a
mouse.

Flow V isualization in Post-Processor
The results of Cart3D analyses can be immediately plotted in the post-processor.
Users can quickly generate color contours of Mach number, Cp, Velocity, and
many other parameters. The post-processor also calculates forces and moments,
and all results can be exported into Tecplot Chorus.

	
  
	
  

Get a FREE 30-day trial of GoCart: https://www.desktop.aero/secure/softwareRequest
Questions? Contact: sales@desktopaero.com, 650-323-3141
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